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General comments

You should complement the introduction with references to studies from other research
groups and not only self citations, particularly in these sentences outlining general
aspects. For example, you could illustrate the examples of use of FWI in hydrocarbon
exploration outlined in L 62 with apropriate references to different studies (and maybe add
other relevant challenges addressed, such as sub-salt or sub-basalt imaging).

I am not a fan of describing the paper organisation in the introduction (last paragraph of
the introduction), as it ends up being very redundant (e.g. "Finally, we conclude our case
study in the ‘Conclusions’ section" is quite obvious). The one but the last paragraph looks
much better as a wrap up of the introduction section, so I'd suggest removing the last
paragraph entirely.

L197 - It would be useful to show a map of the raypath coverage, to give a hint of the
areas with higher or lower uncertainty. In particular, areas to the SE of the study area do
not seem to be sampled by any raypaths; the model in these areas is the initial or an
extrapolation from the nearby locations?

Specific comments

L34 - "the need for it", explain the "it", use "this technique" or so.
L36 - bringS
L93 - What does "endowment" mean in this sentence?
L102 - The references should be ordered either by date of publication (preferrable) or
alphabetically, but you have both systems. Please check throughout the manuscript.
L106 - What other methods are included within that "etc"? Please explain.
L2014 - "Theoretically, FWI can start with the raw data" - this sentence is too vague,
please explain.
L261 - Does this refer to issues generally observed in land FWI studies or to specific issues
observed in your study? If the former, add references; if the latter, please clarify.
L444 - You could remove "One can interpret that"

Figures

Figure 10 - Maybe this is a visual effect, but the depth image corresponding to the FWI
image (10c) looks like having a higher frequency content than the other two. Is this the



case?

Figure 12 - Please specify in the caption where do the mineralization bodies
interpretations come from (otherwise it looks like you are interpreting these bodies from
the FWI model).  

References
Many of the references are incomplete (e.g. lacking th journal name), please check and
amend them.
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